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IS APPROVED BY ME AS FULFILLING THIS PART OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE
OF ..!£) OJoW-c'Lcr'V cSu Cj CAJLZYUX





Books and periodicals analysed P. 2.








In this bibliography ol' criticisms and descriptions of Michael
Angelo's works the references are United to books and periodica].
s
in the library of the University/ of Illinois.
The works, followed by date and present location, are arranged
alphabetically under the subjects, painting, sculpture and works in
bronze. Drawings and architectural works are not included. Cross
references are made from less known names to best known. Champlin,
J: D. and Perkins, C: C. Cirelopedia of painters and painting has
been used as authority as far as possible.





B C best criticism
7*' reproduction
best reproduction
No text reproduction without text.
Ordinary descriptions are unmarked.
It is hoped this bibliography may be of use to those who are
interested in the study of this master of painting and sculpture.

BOOK? & PERIODICALS ANALYZED.





Italy; handbook for travellers. Ect. 9. Sv. Lpz
1892-95 . Badeker.
7?0 Baxter, Mrs. Lucy E. ( Barnes ).
Sculpture; renaissance and modern, by Leander Scott.




Precis d'histoire de I 1 art. Par. 1886. Maisor.
Quant in.
7 09 Bell, Mrs. N. . R. E.(Meugens).
B41
Elementary history of art, architecture & painting




(The) Florentine painters of the renaissance, with
an index to their y/orK. II. Y. 1?96. Putnam.
052 Blackwood's Edinburgh magazine, monthly. April 1817-1898.
BE
v. 1-164. Idin. 1817-1,898. Blackwood.
708 Boyd, Ellen bright.
B69
Some famous art galleries & v:orks of art in England &
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on the continent. Bost . 1888* Leach.
730 Caproni & brother.
.017
Catalogue of plaster cast reproductions from antique,
.
mediaeval & modern sculpture. Bost. 1R94. Caproni.
707
C17




750 Champlin, John Benison & Perkins, C: C.
035
Cyclopedia of painters & painting. 4v. N. Y. 1900.
Scribner
.
914,566 Crawford, Francis Marion.
C85
Ave Roma immortalis. 3v. N. Y. 1^99. Macmillan.
709 DeForest, Julia B.
D3G
(A) short history of art. N. Y. 1881. Dodd.
7 50 Duff, Mary Graham.
D87
Some famous paintings & their homes. Bost. 1887
Soule photograph co.
B Dupp a , Richard
.
MG21
Michel Angelo. Lend. 1846. Bogue.
7 07 Emery, M. S.
Em3
How to enjoy pictures; with a special chapter on
pictures in the schoolroom "by Stella Skinner. N. Y,
189?. Prang.





730 F 1axman , John
.
P61
Lectures on sculpture . Ed. 2. Lond. 1838. Bonn,
052 Fortnightly review. May 1865-1904. v. 1-79. N. Y. 1865-
FR
1904. Scott.
709 Goodyear, William Henry.
G67
History of art. Ed. 3. H. Y. 1RR8. Barnes.
709
G63r
Renaissance & modern art. Meadville, Pa. 1394
Flood & Vincent.
B Gower, Lord Ronald SutherlEind.
M621go




Remains of Rev. Edmund D. Griffin. 2v. H. Y. 1851
Carvill, Srfords £ Halsted.
B Grimm, Herman.
M621g
Life of Michael Angela. 2v. Little. Bost. 1900.
914.56 Hare, Augustus John Cuthbert.
H22
Walks in Rome. Ed. 2. 2v. Lond. 1871. Strahan.
9 14 . 5 Hav/thorne , Nathaniel
.
H31
Passages from the French & Italian note books. Bost
1897.. Houghton.
914.56 Head, Sir George.






















Catalogue of the art gallery. 1876.
International art association.
(The) fine arts; a course of university lessons on
sculpture, painting, architecture & decoration by spe-
cialists. Chic. 1900. International art association.
Janeson, Mrs. Anna Browne 11 (Murphy).
Sacred & legendary art. 2v . Bost. 186G. Tichnor.
Koehler, Sylvester Rosa.
(The) history of painting from the tine of the Egyp-
tians to the close of the 18th century... a series of il-
lustrations. Bost. 1879. Prang. For cop. 2. see his
Architecture, sculpture & industrial arts. 709 fK8l.
Lanzi, Luigi Abate.
History of painting in Italy... tr. fr. the Italian
by Thomas Roscoe. New ed. 3v. Lend. 1847. Bonn.
0M
qL3 2
Larousse, Pierre Atnanase, ed.
Grand dictionnaire universe!. 15v. Par. 18G5.
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Nouveau Larousse illustre, dictionnaire universe],
encyclopedique
.
v.l-G. Par. n.d. Librairie Larousse.
Littel's living age, weekly. May 1844-1904. v. 1-239.
1844-1904. Living age.
Lubke, Wilhelm von.
Grundriss der kunstgeschichte bearbeitet von Max
Semrau. Ed. 12. v.] -3. Stutt. 1899-1902. Heff.
Outlines of the history of art. ed. by C. C. Cook.
2v. N. Y. 1881, Dodd.
Liiblce, Wilhelm von & Lutzov;, K, P ; A. von.
Denknaler der kunst. Ed. 4. 2v. Stutt I 1884.
II err.
i cC lure 1 s. magazine, monthly. Nov. 1895-190.8^ v.5,no.G;




Magazine of art, monthly, Mar. 1891-1904. v. 14-28.
illus. Lond. 1891-1904. Cassell.
Manual of the fine arts, critical & historical with an
introduction by Daniel Huntington. H. Y. 18GG . Barnes
Menard, Rene' Joseph.
Ilistoire des beaux-arts. 3v. Par. n.d. Biblio-
theque de I 1 echo de la Sorbonne.
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914.5 Morgan, Lady Sidney Owenson.
M82
Italy. 2v. Par. 18.31. Gallgnanl.
709.45 Miintz, Eugene.
qM88
Histoire de I'art pendant la renaissance. 3v. Par.
1889. Hachette.
030 Nev; internatiolnal encyclopaedia, ed. by D. C. Gilnan, II.
qN42
J. Peck & P. M. Colby, v. 3.-13. N. Y. 1902-03 . Dodd.
378.13 New York (state) - University - Home education derj't.
N48
Bulletin no. 32, 1900. Albany, N . Y. University.
053. North American review, quarterlv. May 1815-3904. v. 1-177
NA
Post. 3.83.5-3.904. North American review.
920.03. Nouvelle biographie universelle. 1852-18GG. ed. by J* c.
H67
P. Iloefer. Firmin Didot.
940 Parmentier, A.
qP24
Album historique, pub lie sons la direction de Er-
nest Lavisse. v,l-3. Par. 1897-3 900. Armand.
824 Pater, "falter H
.
P27r
(The) renaissance; studies in art & poetry. Lond.
3.890. Macr.il lan.
734 Perkins, Charles C.
P43.




705 (The) portfo3.io;an artistic periodical, monthly. 1884-
P
90, 1892-97. v. 15-21, 23-34. Lond. 1884-97. Seeley.

759 Radoliffe, Alicia Graveraet.
Rii
Softools & masters of painting with an appendix of
the principal galleries of Europe. N. Y. 1895. Ap-
pleton.
8 24 Rusk in, John.
R89m
Miscellanea; a collection of the minor writings.
2v. N . Y . n.d. Merrill.
700 Soule art company, Boston.
qSo8




Lectures; being the Stoddard lectures. 12 v. Bost.
1903. Balch brothers.
759 . 5 Stone, . rs
.
Mary Amelia ( Boomer )
.
St7
Development of painting in the 16th century. N . Y.
1900. Bonnell, Silver & co.
7 04 Story, William Wetmore,
St7
Excursions in art & letters. Bost. 189].. Houghton.
B Symonds, John Addington.
M621S




Renaissance in Italy. N. Y. 1882. Holt.
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9.14.5 Taine., Hippolyte Ad.o3.phe-.
Italy, Rone & Naples, Florence & Venice, tr. fr. the
French by John Durand. Eel.?. 2v. in 1. N.Y. 1871. .Holt
750 Van Dyke, John Charles.
?28t
(A) text book of the history of painting. N. Y.
1894. Longmans
.
9 27 Vasari, Giorgio,
V44f
Lives of the most eminent painters, sculptors &
architects tr. fr. the Italian with notes by Mrs. Jon-









Lives of seventy of the most eminent painters, sculp,
tors
, & architects, ed...by E . H. & E. W. Blashfield &
A. A. Hopkins. 4v. H. Y. 1901. Scribner.
759 Viardot, Louis.
qV65
Brief history of the painters of all schools. Lond.
1877. Samson Low.
Wonders of Italian art. N. Y. 1886. Scribner.
Wonders of sculpture. Ed. 2. N. Y. 1875. Scribner
Waters, Mrs. Clara (Erskine) Clement.





Handbook of sculpture, ancient & modern. E&ln. 18G4
Black.
»
750 Woltnann, Alfred Priedrioh Gottfried Abert von & V/oermann,
\783
Karl.
History of painting. 2v. N. Y. 1885. Dodd.
708.2 ^'ornum, Ralph Nicholson.
¥89
Abridged catalogue of the pictures in the National
gallery with short biographical notices of the painters.




Epochs of painting; a biographical & critical essay
on painting & painters. Lond. . 1864. Chapman.
945.5 Yriarte, Charles.
fY8
Florence; its history, the Kedici, the humanists,









ANCESTORS OP MARY, (detail from Sistine ceiling.) 1508-12. Sistine
chapo1 , Vatican, Rome.
No text. Liibke, Wilhelm.
Outlines of the history of art. 1881. v. 2, p. 509.
ANGELS WITH THE PILLAR OF CHRIST'S SCOURGING, (detail from LAST
JUDGMENT.) 1554-41. Sistine chapel, Vatican, Rome.
•ftNotext. Goodyear, W: H:
Renaissance Si modern art. 1894. p. 156.
ATHLETES, see DECORATIVE FIGURES
.
BATHING SOLDIERS, see CARTOON OF THE BATTLE OF PISA.
BATTLE OF PISA, see CARTOON OF THE BATTLE OF PISA.
BRAZEN SERPENT, (detail from Sistine ceiling.) 1508-12. Sistine
chapel, Vatican, Rome.
No text Flaxinan, John.
Lectures on sculpture. 1338. plate 33.
Vasari, Georgio.
Lives. 1S52. v. 5, p. 264-65.
B 1901. v.4, p. 102-03.
CARTOON OF THE BATTLE OF PISA. 1505 or 1506. Lost.
Bell , Mrs . N
.
. R . E
.
( Meugens )
Elementary history of art. Ed. 3. 1889. p. 86,
9 0-91.

Champlin, J: D. & Perkins, 0: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. v. 3, p. 360.
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angelo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
1884. v. 16, p. 338-39.)
Duppa , Richard.
Michel Angelo. 1846. p. 26-9 , 172-73
.
Goodyear, W: H:
History of art. 1888. p. 258, 278.
Grirma , Heman
.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v.l, p. 288-90.
Hoyt, D. L.
Handbook of historic schools of painting. 1890.
p. 46, 51.
text. Koehler, S. R.
History of painting. 1879. plate 208.
Lanzi, Luigi.
History of painting in Italy. 1847. v.l, p. 136-
137.
Liibke, Wilhelm von.
(Die) kunst der renaissance in Italien & in Norden.
(see his Grundriss der kunstgeschichte. v. 3, p. 257.)
Outlines of the history of art. 1881. v. 2,
p. 302-04.
Lubke, Wilheln von & Lutzow, K. P; A.
Denkmaler der kunst. Ed. 4. 1884. v.l, p.235-
236, v.2, p. 77.

Menard, R. J.
Histoire des beaux arts. n.d. v.,"7;, p. 64-79.
Michael Angelo. (see Living age, June 1858, 57:744-45.
Iluntz, Eugene.
Histoire de I'art pendant la renaissance. 1889
v. 3, p. 468-72.
Symonds , J . A
.
Life of Michel Angelo. 1895. v.l, p. 118-30,
161-72, 276-77.
Renaissance in Italy. 1882. p. 39 5-9 7.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1852* V, 5, p. 244-46.
1901. V.4, p. 64-68.
Viardot, Louis.
Wonders of Italian art. 1886. p. 127.
Foltmann, A . F; G. A. von & Woerman, Karl.
History of painting, v. 2, p. 489-490, 649.
7: ornun, R. N
.
Epochs of painting. 1864. p. 191, 200-01.
CHRIST, (detail from LAST JUDGMENT.) 1534-41. Sistine chapel,
Vatican, Rone.
No text. Koehler, S. R.
History of painting. 1879. plate 208.
(THE) CLIMBERS, see CART OH OF THE BATTLE OF PISA.
CONVERSION OF ST. PAUL. 1550.. Pauline chapel, Vatican, Rone.
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C Champlin, J: D. & Perkins, C: G.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. v. 3, 861.
C Duppa, Richard.
Michel Angel©. 1846. p. 146.
Flaxman, John.
Lectures on sculpture. Ed. 2. 1858. p. 254.
B or iron, Herman.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v.2, p. 327-29.
J ame son , Mrs . A . B . ( Murphy )
.
Sacred & legendary art. 18G6. v.l, p. 221.
C Synonds, J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.
V.2, p. 181-83.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1901. p. 147.
^ C Woltmann, A. F; G. A. von & Woermann, Karl.
History of painting. 1880. v.2, p. 496-97.
CREATION OF ADAM, (detail from Sistine ceiling.) 1508-12. Sis
tine chapel, Vatican, Rone.
^TC Brauner, 0. M.
Painting; high renaissance in Italy (see Inter
national art association. (The) fine arts. 1900.
p. 369, 378.)
Griffin, Francis.






Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v.l, p. 34, 355-35.
-^r No text. La Farge, John.
Michelangelo. ( see McOlure, Dec. 1901, 18:109.)
I^C Wo text. Liibke, Wilhelra von.
(Die) kunst der renaissance in italien & in Norden.
( see his Grundriss der kunstgeschichte. 1899-1902.
v. 5, p. 262. )
No text. Lubke , Wilheln von & Lutzow, K : P; A.
Denkmaler cler kunst. Ed. 4. 1884. v.3, p. 77.
^fHo texi New international encyclopedia. 1903. 12:226.
C Pater, W. H.
(The) renaissance. 1890. p. 77-78, 85.
C Vasari, Georrio.
Lives. 1901. v. 4, p. 96.
"^TNotext. Viardot, Louis.
Brief history of the painters of all schools.
1877. p. 107.
Wonders of Italian art. 1886. p. 152-55.
CREATION OP EVE. (detail from Sistine ceiling.) 1508-1512. Sis-
tine chapel, Vatican, Rone.
Griffin , Franc i s
.
Remains of Rev. Edmund D. Griffin, 1851. v.l,
P. 5 15.
B Grimm, Herman.







Hist©ire de 1 1 art pendant la renaissance. 1889.
V..% p. 476, 479.
Radcliffe, A. G.
Schools & masters of painting. 1395. p. 145.
Spielmann, If. H.
Coincidences & resemblances in works of art.
(see Magazine of art, 1899, 23: P.O.)
I Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1901. v.4, p.9G-97.
CREATION OP MAN, see CREATION OP ADAM
.
CREATION OP THE SUN & MOON (detail from the Sistine ceiling.)
15 08-12. Sistine chapel, Vatican, Rome.
*£CNotnrt. Goodyear, W: H:
History of art. 188°. p. 280.
>'jTot.^t. Renaissance & modern art. 1894. p. 151.
Grower, Lord R. s.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1903. p. 66.
wo text Koehler, S. R.
History of painting. 1879. plate 203.
|t no t^t. Liibke, Willielm von.
(Die) kunst der renaissance im Italien & im Norden.
(see his Grundriss der kunstgeschlchte. 1899-1902.
V.3, p. 261.)
Ho text. Outlines of the history of art. 1881. v. 2, p. 307.

CRUCIFIXION OP ST. PETER. 1550. Pauline chapel, Vatican, Rome.
C Champlin, J: D. & Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 19 00. v. 3, p. 261.
C Duppa, Richard.
Michel Angelo . 1846. p. 146, 172.
Flaxman, John.
Lectures on sculpture. Ed. 2. 1838. p. 254.
B ' Grimm, Herman.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v. 2, p.327-29.
Symonds , J . A
.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.
v.2, p. 181-83.
Vasari, Oiorgio.
Lives. 1901. v.4, p. 147.
Woltmann, A. P; G. A. von & V/oermann, Karl.
History of painting. 1880. v.2, p. 496-97.
CUMEAN SIBYL (detail from Sistine ceiling ) 1508-12. Sistine
chapel, Vatican, Rome.
"Htno t*xtGower, Lord R. S.




Histoire de I 1 art pendant la renaissance. 1889
v.3, p. 483.





Schools & masters of painting. 1895. p. 147.

DEATH OF GOLIATH (detail from Sistine ceiling ) 1508-12. Sis-
tine chapel, Vatican, Rome.
Gr inna , Heman
.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v.l, p. 346 -47.
DECORATIVE FIGURES (detail from Sistine ceiling.) 1508-12. Sis-
tine chapel, Vatican, Rome.
Grower, Lord R. s.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1905. p. 64-6 5.
C Poynter, E. J.
Beauty & realism, (see Fortnightly, June 1871,
15:727-29.
)
Be Symonds, J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. 1893. v.l, p. 25
264-65.
C Taine, H. A.
Italy, Rome & Naples. 1871. v.l, p.lf;3-94.
Figure- with hand around head,
"ffir Grimm, Herman.
fto text. 9
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v.l, p. 330.
llttntz, Eugene.
No text.
Histoire de l'art pendant la renaissance. 1889.
V.3, p. 482.
Figure with feet close together, left hand by feet.
to text. Brauner, 0. M.
Painting; high renaissance in Italy. ( see Inter-
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natioiial art association. ( The) fine arts. 1900.
P. 377.
)
-^f No text. Hoyt, D. L.









Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed .2
. 1893. v.l,
p.245-58, 364-65.
>i, No text. Van Dyke, J: C.
A text book of the history of painting. 1894.
P . y i •
Figure with left hand on seat, right ana extended.
" To text. Goodyear, W: H:
Renaissance & modern art. 1894. p. 157.
• o text. Mlintz, Eugene.
Histoire de l'art pendant renaissance. 1889.
v.3, p. 485.
DELPHIC SIBYL (detail from Sistine ceiling.) 1508-1512. sis-
tine chapel, Vatican, Rone.
** ftrimm. Herman.
Life of Michael Angel© . 19 00. v.l, p. 342.
La Farge, John.
Michelangelo, (see McClure, Dec. 1901, 18:107.)

Lubke, Wilhelm von.
(Die) kunst der renaissance in Italien & im Norden.
( see his Grundriss der kunstgeschichte. 1899-1902.
v. 3, pL%58. )
irts.
_
Outlines of the history of art. 1881. v. 2, p. 306.
b New York (state) - University - Hone education dep't.
Bulletin no. $8,4 1900. p. 34?!.
4f "o t^t parmentier , A
.
Album historique. 1897-1900. v. 3, p. 77.
•^C no text. yiardot f Louis.




-Uo*ext. Wonders of Italian art. 1886. p. 133.
(THE) DELUGE (detail from Sistine ceiling; ) 1508-12. Sistlne
chapel, Vatican, Rone.
<fc Po«**t. Koehler, S. R.
History of painting. 1879. plate 208.
D0NI MADONNA, see HOLY FAMILY.
(THE) ENTOMBMENT
.
n.d. National gallery. Lond. (attrib.)
C Armstrong, Walter.
On the authorships of some Italian pictures.
( see Portfolio, 1884, 15:73-76.
)
Colvin, Sidney.
Michael Angelo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
1884. V.16, p. 239 . )

C Gower, Lord R . S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1903. p. 60.
BC Symonds, J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.
v.l, p.67, 68.
-jt no te»t. wo].tmann, A. F; G. A. von & Woermann, Karl.
History of painting, v. 2, p. 49 8.
Wornum, R. N
.
Abridged catalogue of pictures in the national gal
lery. 1873. p. 64.
ERYTHRAEAN SIBYL (detail from Sistine ceiling) 1508-12. Sistine
chape]., Vatican, Rone,
wo text. Bayet , Charles
.
Precis d'histoire 6>, l'art. 1886. p. 225.
Jt No text. Gower, Lord R. S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1905. p. 64.
^Hot*xt. LiiDlve, Wilhelm von.
(Die) kunst der renaissance in Italien & in Hor-
den. ( see his Grundriss der kunstgeschichte. 1899-
1902. v. 3, frontispiece, colored.)
-JC Ho text, jjijjoke
,
Y/ilheln von £ Liitzow, K. ?; A.
Denkmaler der kunst. 1884. v. 2, p. 77.
•^fsrotext viardot, Louis.
Brief history of the painters of all schools.
1877. p.Vlll.
4r-*ia«t. Wonders of Italian art. 1886. p. 152.
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( THE)EXPULSION PROM PARADISE (detail from Sistine ceiling.) 1508-





Histoire de I'art pendant la renaissance. 1889.
v. 3, p.476, 479.
FOREFATHERS OF CHRIST (detail from Sistine ceiling.) 1508-12.
Sistine chapel, Vatican, Rome.
4c >t«*t ooodyear, W: H:
Renaissance & modern art. 1894. p. 152.
GENII, see DECORATIVE FIGURES.
HOLY FAMILY. 1504. Uffizi gallery, Florence.
C Champlin, J: D. & Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. v. 5, p. 260.
C Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angelo. ( see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
v.lG, p. 239. )
Duppa, Richard.
Michel Angelo. 1846. p. 26, 139-40.
*^io text. Flaxman, John.
Lectures on sculpture. Ed. 2. 1838. plate 38.
-*r 'C Gower, Lord R. S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1903. p.16, 60.
B Grimrn , Herman
Life of Michael Angelo. 19 00. v.l, p. 226-27.
•^t otexfc Koehler, S. R.




History of painting in Italy. 1847. v. 1,p. 143.
Liibke, V/ilheln von.
(Die) lamst der renaissance in Italien & in Nor-
den. v. 3, p. 256, 257.
_____




Histoire de l'art pendant la renaissance. 1880.
v.3, p. 3.
Parmentier , A.
Album historique. 1897-1900. p. 77.
-ft No text, soule art company.
Complete art reference art catalogue. 1902. p. 621.
"^C Symonds, J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. 1893. v.l, p. Ill
117.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1852. v. 5, p. 243-44.
1901. V.4, p. 62-64.
C Viardot. Louis.
V/ondevs of Italian art. 1886. p. 143-44.
V'oltmann, A. F; G
.
A. von & Woernann, Karl.
History of painting. 1880. v. 2, p. 490.
IGNUDI, see DECORATIVE FIGURES.









Elementary history of art. Ed.?, 1889. p. 91.
^fuo text. Koehler , S . R
.
History of painting. 1879. plate 208.
-^f no text, p arment ier , A
Album hlstorique. 1897-1900, v. 3, p. 77.
C Poynter, E. J.
Beauty & realism, (see Fortnightly, June 1871,
15:729. )
JEREMIAH (detail from Sistine celling.) 1508-12. Sistine chapel,
Vatican, Rome*
XXC Emery, M. S.
How to enjoy pictures. 1898. p. 182-86.
[XSfo* **- Lubke, Wilhelm von & Ltitzow, K\ F; A.
Denkmaler der kunst. 1884. v. 2, p. 77.
-V r : ^xk Mitntz
,
Eugene
Histoire de I'art pendant la renaissance. 1889.
v.2, p;23.
JOEL (detail from Sistine ceiling) 1508-] 2. Sistine chapel, Vat-
ican, Rome.
- text viardot , Loui s
.
Brief history of the painters of all schools. 1877
p. 109
.
^not«it bonders of Italian art. 1880. p. 131.








Epochs of painting. 1864. p. 225.
JUDITH & HOLOFERNES (detail from Sistine ceiling) 1508-12. Sis
tine chapel, Vatican, Rone.
C Grimm, Herman.





Histoire de I'art pendant la renaissance. 1889
v.3, p.494.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Li '/es. 19 01. V.4, p. 102.
LAST JUDGMENT. 1534-41. Sistine chapel, Vatican, Rome.
Badeker, Karl.
Italy; handbook for travellers. Ed. 9. 1892-95
v. 2, p. 283
.
C Bell, Mrs. N . . R. E. (Meugens).
Elementary history of art. Ed. 3. 1889. p. 62.
Berenson, Bernhard.
Florentine painters of the renaissance.' 1896.
p. 90-92.
Boyd, E. W.
Some famous art galleries & works of art. 1888
p. 45-46.
Champlin J: D. & Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of ainters. 1900. v.3, p. 261.
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angelo. ( see Encyclopaedia Britannica.

_?,7_
Ed. 9. 1884. v.lG, p. 242-43.)
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Ave Roma immortalis. 1899. v. 2, p. 276-77, 280-81.
Duppa, Richard.









History of art. Ed. 5. 1888. p.281-85.
c Renaissance ft modern art. 1894. p. 155-57.
Sower, Lord R. S.
Michael Angel o Buonarroti. 1903. P.35-3G, G7-71.
c Griffin, Francis.
Remains of Rev. Edmund D. Griffin. 1831. V.l,
p. 3 15 -18.
Grimm, Herman.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v. 2, p. 206-08,
210-23.
c Hare , A . J . .
WalkS on Rome. Ed. 2. 1871. p. 28 9 -94.
c Hawthorne , Nathaniel.
Passages from the French & Italian note boo;;s.
1893. P.204-0G.
Head, Sir George.








Michelangelo, (see McClure, Dec. 3.901, 18:108-111.
C Lanzi, Luigi.
History of painting in Italy. 1847. p. 139-42.
C Larous^e, P. A. ed.
Grand dictionnaire universel. 1865. v. 9, p. 108 0-
1081, v.ll, p. 222.
Lubke, Wilhelm von.
(Die) kimst der renaissance in Italien & im Nor-
d«n. ( see his Grundriss d^r kunstgeschichte. Ed. 12.
1899-19 02. V.3, p. 264-65.)
c Outlines of the history of art. 1881. v.2,
P.308-] 1.
Lubke, Wilhelm von & Lutzow, K. F; A. von.
Denlmaler der kunst. Ed. 4. 1884. v.]., p. 235,
v.2, p. 77.
G Menard, R. J.
Histoire d s beaux-arts. n.d. v..*7), p.
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5-76.
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1839, 45:257-71.)
c Michel Angelo. (see Nouvelle biographic universe: le. 1852.-
66. V.35, p. 401-05.)
Muntz, Eugene.
histoire de I 1 art pendant la renaissance . 1889.
v.3, p. 485 -9 2.

Pamentier, A.
Al/bum hlstorique. 1897-1900., v.?, p. 79.
Perkins, c: c.
Historical handbook or Italian sculpture. 1883
p. 206.
Stadcliffe, A. G.
Schools & masters of painting. 1895. p. 506-09
Ruskin, John.
Miscellanea, n.d. v.l, p. 22-24;
Stone, Mrs. M. A. (Boomer).
Development of painting in the 16th century.
1900. p. 95, 100-04.
Svmonds, J. A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 189?,.
v.l, p. 255-56, 283.-82, v. 2, p. 56-68.
Renaissance in Italy. 1882. p. 425-447.
Taine, H. A.
Italy, Rome & llaples, Florence & Venice. Ed. 5.
v.l, p. 170, 194-95.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1852. V.5, p. 280, 285-90.
1901. v.4, p. 132-33, 158-47, 174, 251-52
Viardot, Louis.
Brief history of the painters of all schools.
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1877. p. 108 -09.
Wonders of Italian art. 1886. p. 45, 155-45.
Woltmann, A. F; G. A. von & V.roer"iarm, Karl.
History of painting. 1880. v. 2, p. 495-96, 649

Y..'ornun, R. II.
Epochs of painting. 1864. p. 202, 228-30.
LAST JUDGMENT, DETAILS OP, see also
AHGELS WITH THE PILLAR OP CHRIST'S SCOURGING,
CHRIST.
LEDA . 153 0. Lost.
Duppa , Richard
.
Michel Angelo. 1R46. p. 66, 170.
Gower, Lord R. S.
Michael. Angelo Buonarroti. 1903. p. 72.
1 Grimm, Herman.
Life of Michael Angeio. IS 00. v. 2, p. 110-111.
Symonds, J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.
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Vasari, Giorgio.
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Woltmann, A. P; G. A. von & Woermann, Karl.
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On the authorships of some Italian pictures, (see
Portfolio, 1884, 15:74.)
Champlin, J: D, & Perkins, C: C.
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Cyolopedia of painters. 1900. v. 3, p. 260,
C Colvln, Sidney.
Michel Angelo. ( see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Ed. 9. 1884. v. 16, p #2$0.)
"^f^ Gower, Lord R. S.
i'ichael Angelo Buonarroti. 1903. p. 58-60.
Grimm, Herman.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v.l, p. 177-79.
C Michael Angelo. (see Living age, June 185?., 57:733-34.)
G Symonds , J : A
.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.
v.l, 65-57.
G Renaissance in Italy. 1882. p.. 395.
~V Y'oltmann, A. F; G. A. von £ T.'oermann, Karl.
History of painting. 1880. v. 2, p. 498.
Y/ornuvn, R. N.
Abridged catalogue of the pictures in the National
gallery. 1873. p.64.
MARTYRDOM OP ST. PETER. see CRUCIFIXION OP ST. PETER.
( THE) PARCAE , see THREE PATES.
SACRIFICE OP NOAH, (detail from Sistine ceiling.) 1508-12. Ris-
tine chape], Vatican, Rone.
"^T Miintz, Eugene.
Histoire do 1' art pendant la renaissance. 1889,
V.3, P. 451, 47G, 480.
SERPENTS OP MOSES, see BRAZEN SERPENT
.

SIBYLS & PROPHETS, (details from S if?tine ceiling ) 1508-12. Sis
tine chapel, Vatican, Rone.
Boyd, E. W,
Some famous art galleries & works of art. 1888.
p. 4? -44.
C Griffin, Francis.
Remains of Rev. Edmund D. Griffin. 1831. v.l,
p. 315-14.
B Grim, Hermann.
Life of Michael Angelo
. 1900. v.l, p. 340-44.
Larousse, P. A. ed.
Grand dictionnaire universe].. 1865. v. 14, p. 675
Luoke, Wilhelm von.
(Die) kunst der renaissance in Italian & in Hor-
den. (see his Grundriss der kunstgeschichte. 1899-
.1902. p. 263.)
C Taine, II. A.
Italy, Rome & Naples. 1871. p. 189-90.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives* 1901. v.4, p. 98-101,
SISTINE CEILING. 1508-12. Sistlne chapel, Vatican, Rome.
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Italy; handbook for travellers. Ed. 9. 1892-93.
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Duff
, M. . G
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Gov/er, Lord R. S.




Remains of Rev. Edmund D. Griffin. 1831. v.l,
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B Grinn , H erman
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Life of Michael Angelo, 1900. v.l, p.315-48.
C Hare, A. J. C.
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Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
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1893. p. 203 -04.
Hoyt, P. L.
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Michelangelo, (see McClure, Dec. 1901, 18:102-
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Liioke, Wilhelm von.
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den. (see his Grundriss der kunstgeschichte . 1899-
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.
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Liibke, Wilhelin von & Lxitzow, K . F ; A. von.
DenKraaler der kunst. 1884. v.l, p. 234.
Manual of the fine arts. 1800. p. 90-93.
Menard, R. J.
Histoire des beaux arts. n.d. v. 3, p. 72-75.
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Hew international encyclopaedia. 1903. v. 12, p. 228.
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.
(The) renaissance; studies in art & poetry. 1890.
p. 77_78.
Radoliffe , A. G.




Development of painting in the loth century.
1900. p. 94-104.
Story, W. f.
Excursions in art & letters. 1891* p. 21-30.
Michel Angelo. (see Living age, Sept. 1888,
178IG71-75. )
Symonds, J: A.
Life of Michel Angelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1895.
v.l, p. 198-202. (chart of ceiling).





Italy, Rome & Naples. 1871. v.l, p. 189-94, 344.
Trollope, T. A.
Michelangelo & the Buonarroti archives, (see
ftoarth American, Nov. 1877, 125:512-16.)
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1852. V.5, p. 251, 254-70.
1901. v.4, p. 8 1-108, 250-51.
Viardot, Louis.
Brief history of the painters of all schools.
1877. p. 107-08, 112.
Wonders of Italian art. 1880. p. 128-35.
^ Woltmann, A. P; &. A. von & Woermann, Karl.




Epochs of painting. 1864. p. 201, 223-25.




























TEMPTATION & EXPULSION FROM PARADISE
.
STORY OF GENESIS, see SISTINE CEILING.
TAUNTON MADONNA, see MADONNA & CHILD b THE INFANT ST. JOHN &
ANGELS.
TEMPTATION & EXPULSION FROM PARADISE. (detail from Sistine ceil-
ing.) 1508-12. Sistine chapel, Vatican, Rone.
Grimm, Herman.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v.l, p. 336-38.
THREE FATES, n. d. Pitti gallery, Florence, (attrib.)
Champlin, J: D. & Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. v. 5, p. 261.
^ ' Duff, M. . G.
Some famous paintings & their homes. 1887. p.30-
S52

Sower, Lord H. S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 190". p. 74.
Hawthorne , N a thaniel
.
Passages from the French & Italian note-booKs
.
1893. p. 3 00-01, S31-3 2.
Viardot, Louis.
Wonders of Italian art. 18RG. p. 144.
Yriarte, Charles.
Florence. 1882, p. 278.

SCULPTURE
ADONIS, see DYING ADONIS.
ANGEL, KNEELING WI TH CANDELABRUM. 1495. Church of San Domenico,
Bologna.
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angelo* ( see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
v. 16, p. 238.
)
Dupp a , Richard.
Michel Angelq. 184G. p. 21.
"^t Gower, Lord R. S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. ]903. p. 8-9.
-^T Grimm, Herman.
Life of Michael Angelo. 190C. v.l, p. 142-4?.
B Symonds, J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 189".
v.l, p. 47-48.
APOLLO, n.d. Bargelld gallery, Florence.
Grimm, Herman.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v. 2, p. 159.
C Symonds, J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.
v.l, p. 445.
Vasari, Giorgio.




BACCHUS, 1495. Bargello gallery, Florence.
Oolvin, Sidney.
Michel Ange.io. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
1884. v.lG




Michel Angelo. 1846. p. 165.
Goodyear, W: K.
History of art. Ed. 3. 1888, p. 204.
C Sower, Lord R. S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1907. p. 96.
Grimm, Herman.
Life of Michael Angelo, 1900. v.l, p. 180-83.
Ltibke, Wilhelm von.
(Die) kunst der renaissance in Italien & in Norclen.
( see his Grundriss der kunstgesqhichte. Ed. 12. 1899-
1902. v. 3, p. 232.
B C Symonds, J: A
.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.
v.l, p. 58-62.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1901. v. 4, p. 52-53.
C Viardot, Louis.
Wonders of sculpture. Ed. 2. 1873. p.212-13.
BATTLE BETWEEN HERCULES & THE CENTAURS. 1489-91. Casa Buonarroti,
Florence, ("bas-relief)
.
Champlin, J: D. & Perkins,' c: 0.




Michel Angelo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
1884. v.16, p. 239. )
C Duppa, Richard.
Michel Angelo. 1846. p. 17.
^f^T Gower, Lord R. S.
Michael Angelc Buonarroti. 1905. p. 42.
*ft Liibke, 7/ilhelri von.
(Die) kunst der renaissance in Italien & in Nof-
den. (see his Grundriss dor Koinstgesohichte . Ed. 12.
1899-1902. v.7, p. 231.)
C Perkins, C: C.
Historical handbook of Italian sculpture. 1888.
p. 25 5.
^TBC Symonds, J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1897.
V.l, p. 27_29.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Liver-:. 3.901. V.4, p. 45.
BRUTUS, BUST OF. 1579. Bargello gallery, Florence.
Gower, Lord R. S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1907. p. 55.




Histoire de l'art pendant la renaissance. 1889
v.7, p. 12.
C Symonds , J: A.





CHAINED YOUTHS, nee SLAVES.
CHAPEL OP THE MEDICI, see SACRISTY CP SAN LORENZO.
CHRIST OP THE MINERVA




Italy; handbook for travellers. Ed. D. 1892-93.
v.2, p. 183.
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angeio. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Ed. 9. 1884. v.lG, p. 242.)
Duppa, Richard.
Michel Angeio. 1846. p. 65, 166.
C Gower, Lord R. S.
Michael Angeio Buoiiarroti. 3.903. p. 54-55.
Head, Sir George.
Rome; a tour of many days. 1849. v.l, p. 3 59.
C Perkins, C: C.
Historical handbook of Italian sculpture. 1883.
p. 278.
^ BC Symonds , j : a
.




Lives. 1901. v.4, p.llG.
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CUPID, KNEELING. 1496. South Kensington museum, London.
No text Japroni & brothers.
Special list of casts recommended for the decora-
tion of school roorr.s. 1902. p. 27, no* 2507.
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angelo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Ed. 9. 1884. V.16, p.239.)
WW* o ( i r iron , He rman
.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v. 2, p. 146.
No text Miintz, Eugene.
Histoire de I'art pendant la renaissance. 1889.
V.3, p.383.
^Tno text, perkins , C : C
.
Historical handbook of Italian sculpture. 1883.
P. 308.
symonds, J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.
v.l, p.62-65.
CUPID, SLEEPING. 1495. Lost. (Sold as an antique.)
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angelo. (see Endyclopaedia Britannica. Ed9
1884. V.16, p. 238.)
DuPP a , Richard.
Michel Angelo. 1846. p. 21-22.
Gower, Lord R. S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 3 903. p. 10.

Grirm, Herman.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v.l, p. 158-60.
Hymonda , J : A
.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1895.
v.l, r. 5 0-54.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1852. v.r>, p. 237.
19 01. V.4, p. 53.-52
.
DAVID
. 1504. Academy of fine arts, Florence*
•^TNo t*r* caproni & brothers.
Special list of casts recommended for the decora
tion Of school rooms. 1902. p. 50, no. 2849, p. 37,
no. 5195.
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angelo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Ed. 9. 1884. V.1G, p. 23 8 -5 9.)
De Forest, J. 3.
Short history of art. 1881. p. 202-04.
Cuppa, Richard.
Michel Angelo. 1846, p. 35-26, 166
.
ft Goodyear, W: H:
History of art. 1888. p. 204.
"^C Renaissance & modern art. 1894. p. 222. ( repro
detail], of head. )
Grower, Lord R. S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1905. p. 12-14, 48-4

Grim, Herman.
iiife of Michael Angela. 1900. v.l, p. 230-49.
v.?., p. 4, 146-47.
Larousse, P. A. ed.
©rand dictionnaire universe!. . 1865. v. 6, p. 158-
159
.
Nouveau Larousse illustre. n.d. v. 5, p. 531.
Lubke, Wilhelra von.
(Die) kunst der renaissance in Italien & in Hor-
den. ( see Grundriss der kunstgeschichte , Ed. 12.
1899 -1902 . v . 3 , p . 234 . )
C ___ Outlines of the history of art. 1881. v. 2, p. 263.
Liibke , V/ilheln von & Liitzow, K. F; A. von.
Denkmaler der kunst. Ed. 4. 1884. v.l, p. 221.
v.2, p. 72.
C Menard, R. J.
Hist.olre des beaux-arts. n.d. v. 3, p. 64-65.
Michael Angelo. (see Living age, Nov. 1875, 127:455.)
^No text Middle ton, J. H
.
Sculpture, (see Encyclopaedia Britannica. Ed. 9.





Ilistolre de l'art pendant la renaissance. 1889.
v.2, p. 14.
V No wt, partridge , W : .
Sculpture, medieval renaissance, & decadence. ( seo




Historical handbook of Italian sculpture. 1883.
p. 363—64.
Stoddard, J. L.
Lectures. 1903. v. 8, p.14-18.
"Wf BC Symonds, J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 3.893.
v.l, p. 89 -105.
C Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1852. v. 5, p. 240-42.
C 1901, v.4, p. 56-6 0.
-jc no text, whlbley, Charles.
Michelangelo, (see Magazine of art, 1893,
16:420. )
Wornum, R. IT.
Epochs of painting. 1864. p. 200.
•ff No text. Yriarte, Charles.
Florence. 1882. p. 274.
•
DAWIT (detail from SACRISTY OF SAN LORENZO ) 1530-1533. Church
of San Lorenzo, Florence.
Griffin, Francis.
Remains of Rev. Edmund D. Griffin. 1831. v.l,
p. 2 18.
BC Grirm , II erman
.





Catalogue of the art gallery. 1876. p. 23. (Re-






Histoire de I'art pendant la renaissance. 1889.
v . 3 , p .4-01. ( reprod .detail. )
Symonds , j : a .
Life 03? Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.
v.l, p. 16, 36, 267-68.
C _ Renaissance in Italy. 1882. p.415-19.
C Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1901. v.4, p. 121.
DAY (detail from SACRISTY OF SAN LORENZO. ) 1530-53. Church of
San Lorenzo, Florence.
De Forest, J. B
.
Short history of art. 1881. p. 205.
^ Goodirear, W: H:
History of art. Ed. 3. 1888. p. 207.
Renaissance & nodern art. 1894. p. 226.
Griffin, Francis.
Remains of Rev. Edmund D. Griffin. 183].. v.l,
P. 2 18.
BC Grimm , H erman
Life of Michael Angela. 1900. v. 2, p. 152, 154.
Illinois university.
Catalogue of the art gallery. 1876. p. 22. (Re-




Albmri his torique. 1897-1900. v..7
., p. 78.
C Symonds, J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Eel. 2. 189?).
\r o -r 99 "1 ^
Yriarte, Charles.
Florence. 1882. p. 277.
DEPOSITION FROM THE CROSS, n.d. Bargello gallery, Florence. (Das.
relief)
.
^ Gower, Lord ?. 8.
Miotiael Angelo Buonarroti. 1903. p. 14.
DYING ADOHIS. n.d. Bargello gallery, Florence.
4* Gower, Lord R. S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1903. p. 50.
Symonds, J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893
*
V.2, p. 90-91.
DYING YOUTHS, nee SLAVES.
EVENING, see TWILIGHT
.
FAUN, MASK OF. 1489. Bargello gallery, Florence. ( at trio.
)
^TNote^ caproni, P. P.
Catalogue of planter oast reproductions. 1894.
p. 121, no. 9 79.
Colvin, Sidney.
Ulchel Angelo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.





Michel Angelo, 2.846. p.lS-14.
"^"fc Gower, Lord R. S.
Michael. Angelo Buonarroti. 1903. p. 6.
B Grinn , Heman
.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v.l, p. 101-103.
Larousse, P. A. ed.
Grand dictionnaire universe'!. 1805. v. 11, p. 220.
Menard, R. J.
Histoire des oeaux-arts. n.d. v.?., p.G4.
no text. Miintz, Eugene
Histoire de I'art pendant la renaissance. 1889.
.
v. 3, p. 80.
No text, pamentier , A.
Album historique. 1897^1900. v. 3, p. 78.
^ St odd:.rd, J: L.
Lectures . 1903. v.s, p. 47-49.
Symonds , J : A





Lives. 1852. v. 5, p. 833.
1901. V.4, p. 44.
GIULIAII0 DE MEDICI. (detail from SACRISTY OF SAN LORENZO.) 1530-
1533. Church of San Lorenzo, Florence.
^TNotext. caproni & brother.
Special list of casts recornnendod for the d-jora-

tion of school rooms. 1902. p. 29, no. 2829.
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angelo. (see Bnoyolopaedia Britannica.
Ed . 9 . 188 4. v . 16 , p . 242 . )
Pe Forest, J. B.
Short history of art. 1881. p. 205.
Dtippa, Richard.
Michel Angelo. 1846. p. 77.
Sower, Lord R. S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1903. p. 30-31, 51-54.
Griffin, Francis.





Life of Michael Angelo. -1900. v.l, p. 90.
J Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
Passages from the French £ Italian note hooks.
1893. p. 3 83,
f Liibke , Wilhelm von.
(Die) kunst der renaissance in Italien & in Nor-
den. 1899-1903. v. 5, p. 236-40.






Hlstoire de I 1 art pendant la renaissance. 1889.
V.3, p. 9, 366, 398.
Pater, W. H.





Jynonds , J : A
.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 3. 3 893.
v.?,, p.22j 38, 32.
Renaissance in Italy. 1882. p. 415.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1901. v.-l, p. 119 -20,
^ Yriarte, Charles.
F 1orenc e . 1882 . p . 48 -49
.
HERCULES. 1492. Lost,
hupp a , R i chard
.
Michel Angefo. 1846. pV3.8.
drimm, Herman.
Life oi" Michael Angelo. 1900, v.l, p. 124.
Synonds , J : A
Liie or Michen.angelo Buonarroti, v. 3., p. 40.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 19 01. v.4, p. 48.
KHEELING AHGEL , see AHGEL, KNEELIHG WITH CAHDELABRUM.
KNEELING CUPID, see CUPID, KNEELING
.
LEAH (detail from MAUSOLEUM OP JULIUS II.) 3.505-45. Church or
San Pietro in Vincoli, Rome.
De Porest, J. B.
Short history oi' art. 3.881. p. 204.
Dupp a , Pi i chard
.
Michel An£,e3.o. 1846. p. 167,

If Miintz, Eugene.
Kistoire de I 1 art pendant la renaissance. 1889
V.3, p. 393.
Z Perkins, C: c.
Historical handbook of Italian sculpture. 1885
P. 383.
LORENZO DE MEDICI (detail from SACRISTY OF SAN LORENZO.) 1530-
Church of San Lorenzo, Florence.
^TNotex* Baxter, L. E. B
.
Sculpture; renaissance & modern. 1886. p. 73.
•^Cno text caproni ?e brother.
Special list of casts reconr.iend.ed for the decor
tion of school rooms. 1902. p. 29, no. 2831.
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Ancelo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Ed. 9. 1884. v.16, p. 242.)
De Forest. J. B.
Short history of art. 1881. p. 2 05.
Duppa, Richard.
Michel Angelo. 184G. p. 77.
Goodyear, V/: H
.
History of art. Ed. 3. 1888. p. 209.
Renaissance & modern art. 1894. p. 224-25.
C Go'"er, Lord R. S.




Remains of Rev. Edmund D . Griffin. 187.1. v.l,
p. 218.
C Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
Passages from the French & Italian note books.
1893. p. 325-25, 555-34 9 414-15.
Illinois university.
Catalogue of the art gallery. 1876. p. 17. (Re-
duced sized cast in gallery.)
-{* No tmxt. La Farge , John
.
Michelangelo, (see McClure, Dec. 1901, 18:105.)
LiVohe, Wilhelm von.
(Die) kunst der renaissance in Italian & im Nor-
den. (see his Grundriss der kunstgeschichte . Ed. 12.
1899-1902. v.3, p. 236-40.)
Outlines of the history of art. 1881. v. 2,
p. 267-68.
Lubke, Wilhelm von & Lilts ow, K. F; A. von.
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v.3, p. 399.
Pamentier, A.
Album historique. 1897-1900. v.3, p. 77.
Pater, W. H.





Hiatorical handbook of Italian sculpture. 1883
.
p. 290-92.
"^Mcno textPhiHips , C laude
.
Groat portrait-sculptors through the ages. ( see
Art Journal, May 190?, 55:133.)
nymonds , J : A
.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893
.
v.2, p. 16, 31.
c Renaissance in Italy. 1882, p.415-17.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1901. v.-l, p. 119-20.
V/e s tmac o 1 1 , R ichard
.
Handbook of sculpture , ancient & modern. 1864.
p. 290-91.
Yriarte, Charles.
Florence. 1882. p. 51.
MADONNA. 1503-04, Church of Notre Dame, Bruges.
Armstrong, Walter.
On the authorships of some Italian paintings.
(see Portfolio, 1884, 15:76.)
B Grimm, Herman.
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v.3, p. 381.
c Perkins, C: C.





Be Symonds, J: A.
hXt® of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.
V.l, p. 74, 76, 117,, 27G.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1901. V.4, p.G2.
Viardot, Louis.
Wonders or sculpture. 1873. P. 822-24.
MADONNA & CHILI) . n.d. Bargello gallery, Florence, (bas-relief.)
hpTlfouxt laproni, P. P.
Catalogue of plaster cast reproductions. 1894.
p. 95, no. 865.
No test La Parge, John.
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V.3, p. 198.
BC Symonds, J': A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.
v.l, p. 111-13.
pr^TWo *wt^raters , Mrs . C . ( Erskine ) Clement
.
Stories of art & artists. 1887. p.G3.
Yriarte, Charles.
Florence. 1882. p. 87 5.
MADONNA ?- CHILD, n.d. Casa Buonarroti, Florence, (bas-relief)
Gower, Lord R. 8.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1903. p. 48.

C Symonds , J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed, 2. 1803.
v.l, p.89-3G.
MADONNA 8c CHILD. (detail from SACRISTY OF SAN LORENZO) 1550-53.
Church of San Lorenzo, Florence.
Armstrong, Walter.
On the authorships of sone Italian pictures, (see
Portfolio, 1384, 15:77.)
Dupp a , Richard
.
Michel Angelo. 184-6. p. 167.
^Not«xt GoY^er, Lord R. 8.




Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v.]., p. 489-90.
Lubke, Y.'ilheln von ft Lutzow, K . F ; A. von.
Denkmaler der kunat. Ed. 4. 1884. v.l, p. 201.
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v.?, p. 400-02.
"^C Symonds, J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.
v.l, p. 30. v.2, frontispiece, p. 22-23.
V a sar i
,
Giorgio.
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v. 3, p. 272. •
BC Symonds, J: A.
Life of u ' chelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.
7.1, p. 111-13.
MASK OF A SATYR, see FAUN, MASK OF.
MAUSOLEUM OF JULIUS II. 1505-45. Church of San Pietro in Vincoli,
Rone.
Badeher, Karl.
Italy; handbook for travellers. Ed. 9. 1892-95.
V.2, p.LXIII, 159.
Bayet, Charles.
Precis d'histoire de 1 1 art . 1886. p. 222, 324.
Boll, Mrs. II.. R. E. (Meugens).
Elenentary history of art. Ed. 7. 1889, p. 261-
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angelo. • (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Ed. 9. 1884. v . 1C
, p. 239-41, 243.)
De Forest, J. B.




Michel AngelO. 1846. p. 29-32, 82-85.
Plaxman, John.
Lectures on sculpture. Ed. 2. 1858 . p. 255.
B Gowcr, Lord R. S.
Michael Angelo Buonnarroti. 1905. p. 20-
25-27.
Grimm, Herman.
Life of Michael Ang-.ao. 1900. v.l, 419-26.
Head, Sir George.
Rone; a tour of many clays. 1849. v. 2, p .389.
Lu.bke, Willielm.
Outlines of the history of art. 1881. v
.2,
p. 263 -66.
C (Menard, R. J.
Histoire des beaux arts. n.d. v. 3, p. 67-71.
Michael Angelo. (see Living age, June 1858, 57:740-42.)
Hew international enc^yc] vpaedia. 1903, 12:228-29.
BC Perkins, c: .
Historical handbook of Italian sculpture. 1883.
P. 267-70, 275, 277, 28] -85.
* Symonds , J ; A
.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1 007
v.], p. 129-44, 146, v.2, p. 68-91.
C Symonds, J: A.
Renaissance in Italy. 1882. p.398-400.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1852. V.5, p. 246-50, 267-68, 281-85
.

Vasari, G 1 ovz i o
.
Lives. 19C1. V.4, P.G8-7G, 3.08-09, 133-157.






HOSES. (detail from MAUSOLEUM OF JULIUS II). 1505-45. Church of
San Pietro in Vincoli, Rone.
5 Badeker, Karl.
Italy; handbook for travellers. Eel. 9. 1892-93.
V.2, p. 159.
*T Bayet, Charles.
Precis d'histoire de I'art. 1886. p~223.
t Bell, Mrs. N.
.
R. E. (Meugens).
Elementary history ot art, Ed. 3. 1889. p. 261.
No text. Caproni 8c brother.
Special list of casts recommended for the decora-
tion of school rooms. 19 02. p. 29, no. 2828.
Champliri, J: D
. & ^erkins, G: c.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. v. 5, p. 261.
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angelo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Ed. 9. 1884. f .16, p. 241. )
De Forest, J. B.
Short history of art. 1881. p. 204-05.
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C Dupp a , R ichard
.
Michel Angelo, 1846* p. 157.
No text. Goodyear, W: H.
History of art. 1888, Ed. 3. p. 208.
C Renaissance & modern art. 1894, p. 222-24.
l&'fc C Gower, Lord R. S.




Remains of Rev". Edmund D. Griffin. 1831. v.l,
p. 372.
•'"BC Grimm , H ermai i
.






Catalogue of the art gallery. 1876. p. 17. (Re-
duced sized cast in gallery.
)
^ C La F arge , Join i
Michelangelo. ( see McClure, Dec. 1901, 18:103,
110. )
Larousse, P. A. ed.
Grand dictionnaire universel. 1865, v. 11, p. 389
-^r Houveau Larousse illustre'. n.d. v. 6, 147.
Liiblte, Wilheln von.
(Lie) kunst der renaissance in I tallen & in Gor-
don. Ed. 12. 1899-1902. V.3, p. 235-36.
Br _ Outlines of the history of art. 1881. p. 264-6 6.

Liibke, Wilhelm von & Liitzow, K. P; A. von.
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v. 3, p. 45, 391-93.
Ho text, jfew international encyclopaedia. 190". v. 12, p. 228.
V New York (state) -University- Home education dep't.
Bulletin, no. 52. 19 00. p. 322.
Parraentier, A
Album hlstorique. 1897-1900. v.?, p. 77.
yc No text. 8 oul e ar t c oi ip any
.
Complete art reference catalogue. 1902. p. 1430.
Wo text. Stoddard, J: L.
L ec ture s . 19 03 . p . 21 . -
B Symon&s, j: a.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.





Lives. 1901. v.4, p. 74-76.
C v iardo t , Loui s
.
Wonder8 of sculpture. 1873. p. 218-221. frontis-
piece.
[^C Wo text, v/aters, Mrs. c. (Erskine) Clement*
Stories of art & artists. 1887. p. 65.





Precis d'histoire de 1 ' art . 188 g. :n 227
De Forest, J. 13
.
Short history of art. 1881, p. 205.
Duppa, Richard
.
Michel Angel®, 1846. p.lGG.
+ No text. Soodyear, W; H.
History of art. Ed. 3. 1888. P .2 07 •
Sower, Lord R.S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1903




Life of Michael Angelo. 19 00. XT 9 P. 154-56
.
Illinois university.
Catalogue of the art gallery, ] 876. P .22. ( re-
duced sized cast in gallery.
)
C Larousse, P. A. ed.
Grand dictionnaire universel. ] 865. V al, p. 1153.
llouveau Iiarousse illustre', n.d. v. 11, P. 431.
Symonds , J : A
.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed .2. 1895.
v.l, p. 13 9, 268. v. 2, p. 22, 31-3G.
c Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1901. v.l, p. 121-22.
Yriarte, Charles.
Florence. 1882, p.27C.
OUR LADY, Bee MADOHKA.

1556. Cathedral., Florence.
Dupp a , Rlchar cl
.
Michel Angelo. 184G. p. 168.
Gower , Lord R. S
.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti, 1907. p. 55 -56.
Grimm, Herman.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v.?,, p. 794.
La Farge, John.
Michelangelo. ( see McC lure, Dec. 1901, 18:112.
Luhhe, Y/ilheln von.
(Die) fcunst der renaissance in Italien & Im Nor-
den. (see hi a Grundriss der kunstgeschichte. Ed. 12.
1899-19 02 . V
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V.S, p. 52.
Stone, Mrs. If. A. (Boomer).
Development of painting in the 16th century.
1900. p. 95.
Symonds, J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1895.
v.2, p. 19 8 -2 05.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1852. v. 5, p. 292.
1901, v.4, p. 149-50.
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no text Armstrong, Walter.
On the authorships of none Italian pictures, (see
Portfolio, 1884, 15:75.)
C Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angelo.. ( see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Ed. 9. 1884. V.16, p. 329. )
C Crav/ford, F, M.
Ave Roma imnortalis. 1899. v.?,, p.317-19.
C Duppa,, Richard.
Michel Angelo. 1846. p. 22-23, 136, 165.
"ft No text. Goodyear , W: H.
History of art. Ed. 3. 1888. p. 211.
*k*k Sower, Lord R. s.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1903. p. 11-12, 46, 48
C Griffin, Francis.
Remains of Rev. Edmund D. Griffin. 1831. v.l,
p. 3 07-08.
B Grimm , Herman
.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v.l, p. 183 -3 87,
220.
Head, Sir George.
Rome; a tour of many days. 1849. v. 3, p. 313.
La Par£e, John.
Michelangelo, (see McCIure, Dec. 1901, 18: 101-
102. )
Larousse, P. A. ed.




Larousse, P. A. ed.
Nouveau Larousse illustre. n.d. v. 6, p. 885.
If Liibke, Wilhelia von.
(Die) kunst der renaissance in Italian & in Nor-
den. (see his Grimdriss der kunstgeschichte . Ed. 12.
1899-1902 i v. 5, p. 27,7-7^ 4.
<k ' Liibke , Wilhelm von ft Liitzow, K. F* A. von .
Benkmaler der kunst. Ed. 4. 1884. v.l, p. 221.
V,2, p. 72.
Parmentier, A.
Album historique. 1897-1900. v.?,, p. 78.
C Perkins, C: C.
Historical handbook of Italian sculpture. 1885.
p. 26 0-62.
BC Synonds, J: A.
Lift: of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 189?.
V.l, p. 29, 69-74. V.2, p. 98.
C Renaissance in Italy. 1882. p. .789-91.
C Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 1852. v. 5, p. 258-40.
J 19 01. v.4, p. 54-56.
RACHEL (detail from MAUSOLEUM OF JULIUS II.) 1505-45. Church of
8an Pictro in Vincoli, Rome,
De Forest, J. B.
Short history of art. 1881. p. 204.
"fc hunts, Eugene.
Histoire de I'art pendant la renaissance. 1889.
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C Perkins, C: G.
Historical handbook of Italian sculpture. 1883.
p. 28 3
.
RAPE OP DEIAHIRA , see BATTLE BETWEEN HERCULES F, THE CENTAURS.
RELIGION , see RACHEL.
(THE) RISEN CHRIST, see CHRIST OP THE MINERVA.
SACRISTY OP SAN LORENZO. 1530-33. Church of San Lorenzo, Florence.
Bayet, Charles.
Precis d'histoire de I 1 art. 1886. p. 226.
Sower, Lord R. S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1903. p. 30.
Griffin, Francis.
Remains of Rev. Edmund D. Griffin. 1831. p.217-
Grim, Herman.
Life of Michael Angelo. 19 00. v. 2, p. 175-77, 179.
(reprod. details )
La Farge, John.
Michelangelo. ( see KcClure, Dec. 1901, 18:108.)
Larousse, P. A. ed.
Grand dictionnaire imiversel. 1865. v. 11, p. 222.
Houveau Larousse illustre". n.d. v. 5, p. 1025.
Lublce, V/ilheln von.
(Die) kunst der renaissance in Italien & in Hor-




V.7, p. 276-78. )
C Menard, R. J.
Histoire des beaux-arts. h.d. v.:-, p. 76-79.
:C Michael Angelo. (see Living age, June 1858, 57:742.)
jc Michael Angelo. (see Living age, Nov. 1875, 127:462-64.
)
Michel Angelo. (see Nouvelle biographic universelle. 1852-
1866. V.35, p. 799-400.)
C Morgan, Lady 8. 0.
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V.3, p.!595 -401.
C New international encyclopaedia. 1907. v. 12, p. 2,89.
C Perkins, C: C.
Historical handbook of Italian sculpture. 1887.
p. 286, 289-94.
*t Stoddard, J: L.
Lectures. 1907. v. 8, p. 50-57.
C ' Story, W. ff.
Excursions in art & letters. 1891. p. 17-81.
C _ j Michel Angelo. (see Living age, Sept. 1888,
178 : 668-71.
)
*k*fcBC Symonds , J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1807.
v.8, p. 20-70.
C Renaissance in Italy. 1882. p. 417-20.
C Taine, H. A.
Italy, Rome & Naples, Florence & Venice. 1871.

Vasari, Giorgio.
Liven. 1852. v. 5, p. 271-75.
1 1901, V.4, p. 1] 7-2.2.
Viardot, Louis.
Wonders of sculpture. 3.873. p. 215-15.
text, warren, H . L
.
Architecture, renaissance & modern. ( see Inter
national art association. ( The ) fine arts. 1900.
P. 207. )









ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST. 1495. Berlin museum.
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angelo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Ed. 9. 1884. v.lG, p.239.)
Gov/er, Lord R. S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1903. p. 46-47.
C Perkins, C: C.




Symonds , J : A
.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Eel. 2. 1900.
V.l, p. 48-50.
ST. MATTHEW
. 1503. Academy, Florence.
Dupp a , R ichard
.
Michel Angelo. 1846. p. 86,
C Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
Passages from the French & Italian note books.
1893. p. 37 0.
SLAVES 1513-16. Louvre, Paris.
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angelo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Ed. 9. 1884. V.16, p. 241.)
c Duppa, Richard.
Michel Angelo. 1846. p. 157-38, 167.
G Sower, Lord R. s.
Michael. Angelo Buonarroti. 1903. p. 51.
Youth with hands tied behind back.
Goodyear, W: H
History of art. Ed. 3. 1888. p. 211.
Renaissance & modern art. 1894. p. 225-26.
c Miintz, Eugene.
Histoire de I'art pendant la renaissance. 1889.
v.3. p. 388-91.
c Symonds , J : A.
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Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1895.
v. 2, p .87-88.
Youth with left hand back of head.
^tNotext. capronl, P. P.
Catalogue of plaster casts. 1894. p. 55, no.22C.
p. 37, no. 841.
"^CNo text. De For J. B.
Short history of art. 1881. p. 204
W: H.
History of art. Ed. 5. 1888.
*^tBC Grimm, Herman.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900* v.l, p.421-25.
Illinois university
.
Catalogue of art gallery. 1876. p. 15-14. (Full
sized cast in gallery.
)
"^C No text Lubke, Wilheli .






Ilistoire de 1' art pendant la renaissance. 1889.
v.5, p. 388-90.
"PTlHo text, sturgis, Russell.
(The) technique & principles of visual art. (see
Internationa], art association. (The) fine arts. 1900.
P. 17. )
Symonds , J : A .
-









Michel Angelo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Ed. 9 . 1884. V . 16 , p . 241 . )
C Gov/er, Lord R.S.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 19 03. p. 51.
B Symonds , J : A
.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893.
SLEEPING CUPID, see CUPID, SLEEPING.
(THE) THINKER, see LORENZO DE MEDICI.
TOMB OP JULIUS II, see MAUSOLEUM 0? JULIUS II.
TWILIGHT
.
(detail from SACRISTY OF SAN LORENZO ) 1530-33. Church
of San Lorenzo, Florence.
Grimm, Herman
Life of Michael Angelo. 1900. v. 2, p. 153.
Illinois university.
Catalogue of the art gallery. 1876. p. 22. (Re-
duced sized cast in gallery.)
^No text. La Parge, John.
Michel Angelo. (see McClure, Dec. 1901, 18:105.)
Larousse, P. A. ed.
] Iouveau Larous s e i1lus tr e'. n . d . v . 3 , p. 391.
Symonds, J: A.





Synonds , J : A
.
Renaissance in Italy. 1882. p. 415-10.
VICTORY, n.d. Barge]Jo gallery, Florence.
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel An^elo. ( ree Encyclopaedia Biitannica
Ed. 9. 1884. V.1G, p. 241. )
^ C Symonds, J : a.
Life of i'ichelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1893
V.2, p. 16, 89-90.
VIRGIN & CHILD, see MADONNA.








Michel Angelo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Eel . 9
. 1884 . V . 16
,
p . 239 . )
Duppa, Richard.
Michel Angelo, 1846. p. 26.
B Grimm , Her; ".an.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1000. v.l, p. 233-34.
Larousse, P. A. ed.
Grand dictionnaire universel. 1865. v.G, p. 150.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Liven. 1001. v.4, p. 60-61.
JULIUS II, STATUE 07. 1508. Destroyed.
Colvin, Sidney.
Michel Angelo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Ed . . 18 84. v . 16 , p . 240 . )
DUPP a , Richard.
Michel Angelo. 1846. p. 57-58.
Gouer, Lord R. 8.
Michael Angelo Buonarroti. 1005. p. 23-34.
Grimm, Herman.
Life of Michael Angelo. 1000. v.l, p. 294, 298,
301-04, 507, 511.
Larousse, P. A. ed.
Grand dictionnaire universel. 1865. v. 11, p. 221
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Perkins, C: 0. .
Historical handbook of Italian sculptupe. 1883
p.272-74.
B Syraonds , J: A.
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti. Ed. 2. 1807.
v.l, p. 186-8.% 104-97.
Renaissance in Italy. 1882. p. 402-03.
Vasari, Giorgio.
Liven. 1852. v. 5, p..852-57-.
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